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A BSTRACT
A common setting for scientific inference is the ability to sample from a highfidelity forward model (simulation) without having an explicit probability density
of the data. We propose a simulation-based maximum likelihood deconvolution
approach in this setting called O MNI F OLD. Deep learning enables this approach
to be naturally unbinned and (variable-, and) high-dimensional. In contrast to
model parameter estimation, the goal of deconvolution is to remove detector distortions in order to enable a variety of down-stream inference tasks. Our approach
is the deep learning generalization of the common Richardson-Lucy approach that
is also called Iterative Bayesian Unfolding in particle physics. We show how O M NI F OLD can not only remove detector distortions, but it can also account for noise
processes and acceptance effects.

1

I NTRODUCTION

In many scientific applications, an important step in data analysis is the mitigation of detector distortions. When this is done at the level of an individual datum, this process is known as calibration
while when it is done at the level of an entire dataset, it is known as deconvolution. If detector
distortions are known analytically, then one can perform maximum likelihood estimation to remove
detector effects: x̂T = arg maxxG pS|G (xD |xG ), where T, D, S, and G stand for truth, data, simulation, and generation, respectively. The data (D) are observed in a detector and we want to infer
the pre-detector truth (T ). Our model of this process uses synthetic pre-detector generation (G) and
post-detector simulation (S). We often do not know pS|G analytically, especially when each data
point is in a high- (and possibly variable-) dimensional space. However, we often do have detailed
simulations of our experimental devices and can sample from pS|G .
Traditional deconvolution methods convert the problem of estimating x̂T into a linear algebra problem. If the data features are discretized into a finite number of histogram bins, then the entire dataset
x = {x1 , ..., xn } can be represented as a vector where the entries are the histogram bin contents. The
conditional density pS|G is then a matrix and can be estimated numerically by sampling. A variety
of regularized matrix inversion methods have been proposed and one of the most popular methods
across scientific domains is the Richardson-Lucy (RL) (Richardson (1972); Lucy (1974)) approach
that is also called Iterative Bayesian Unfolding (D’Agostini (1995)) in particle physics. The RL
algorithm is an iterative approach where at each step, pG|S is estimated from pS|G and the estimate
of x̂T from the previous step, and then this matrix is applied to xD to arrive at a new estimate of
x̂T . This approach can be phrased in terms of an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and
correspondingly proven to converge to the maximum likelihood estimate (Shepp & Vardi (1982)).
While RL is a widely used algorithm, it has three key challenges. First, it requires the data to be
represented in a fixed number of bins. This discretization is fixed at the beginning of the analysis
and cannot be changed later (except to make it coarser). Second, it is often impractical to add
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more dimensions and so typically strong dimensional reduction proceeds the deconvolution. Third,
because the number of dimensions are limited, the deconvolution cannot benefit from all possible
auxiliary features that control the detector distortions.
Deep learning has the potential to solve all three of these challenges. We will introduce the O MNI F OLD algorithm (Andreassen et al. (2020)), which is an iterative approach based on likelihood-ratio
estimation with deep learning classifiers. A variety of other machine learning approaches have
also been proposed, but they cannot process unbinned data (Gagunashvili (2010); Glazov (2017);
Datta et al. (2018); Bunse et al. (2018)) or do not have desirable statistical properties (e.g. prior
independence via maximum likelihood estimation) (Bellagente et al. (2020b;a)). This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the O MNI F OLD algorithm and extends the approach beyond
Ref. (Andreassen et al. (2020)) by accounting for noise processes and acceptance effects. Numerical
examples are presented in Sec. 3 and the paper ends with brief conclusions and outlook in Sec. 4.

2

T HE O MNI F OLD A LGORITHM

A complete deconvolution algorithm must be able to account for four effects:
Part (1) Noise processes. In many cases, the data is a coherent superposition of a signal process
and a background process. This background process must be statistically subtracted before
removing detector distortions.
Part (2) Detector acceptance. The detector elements may not capture all signal process examples
due to finite thresholds and other acceptance effects.
Part (3) Detector distortions. This is the classical convolution of the data with a noise function that
must be statistically removed.
Part (4) Detector efficiency. Sometimes there are also truth-level thresholds so that some synthetic
signal examples register synthetic detector signals but are not recorded as synthetic generated examples.
Binned approaches like RL can account for the above affects via
x̂T = p−1
S|G ((xD − xN )

PrS←G )

Pr−1
G→S ,

(1)

where is the Hadamard (component-wise) product, p−1
S|G represents regularized matrix inversion
(Part (3)), xN is a binned estimate of the noise process to be removed (Part (1)), PrS←G represents the fraction of simulation-level examples that have a corresponding generator-level example
(Part (2)), and PrG→S represents the fraction of generator-level examples that have a corresponding
simulation-level example (Part (4)). The vector inverse PrG→S is computed component-wise.
The O MNI F OLD method achieves Parts (1)–(4) without binning using a series of binary, weighted
classification tasks. In particular, let xD,i be examples from data, (xG,i , xS,i ) be synthetic examples
of the signal process, and xN,i are noise examples. For the signal process, if one of xG,i or xS,i does
not exist (acceptance or efficiency effects), it is set to a fixed dummy value ∅. It is sometimes the
case that the examples (xG,i , xS,i ) and xN,i represent more or fewer than one real event from data
and so they come with weights wsynth,i and wnoise,i , respectively. Let g be parameterized as a deep
neural network. Then define,
!
f (A, WA ; B, WB ) = arg max
g

X

wa log g(a) +

a∈A

X
b∈B

wb log(1 − g(b))

,

(2)

where A, B, WA , WB are sets and WA , WB correspond to sets of weights for the examples in A
and B, respectively. In practice, the optimization in Eq. 2 involves the usual regularization from
machine learning training to avoid overfitting. When the weights w are all unity, then the neural networks f are trained using the standard binary cross entropy loss functions. Finally, define
2
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f˜(A, WA ; B, WB ) = f /(1 − f ). It is well-known (Hastie et al. (2001); Sugiyama et al. (2012))
that when f is sufficiently flexible and well-trained, f˜ approximates the weighted likelihood ratio
of x given A or B. Any other loss function that results in a (known) monotonic rescaling of the
likelihood ratio would also work instead of Eq. 2.
With all of these components, the O MNI F OLD protocol is as follows:
O MNI F OLD: (extending Ref. (Andreassen et al. (2020)) by including Parts (1), (2), (4))
(i) wD,i = f˜({xD,i } ∪ {xN,i }, {1, ..., 1} ∪ {−wnoise,i }; {xD,i }, {1, ..., 1})(xD,i )
(ii) For k in Niterations do:
(a) wStep I,i = f˜({xS,i |xS,i =
6 ∅}, {wsynth,i |xS,i 6= ∅}; {xD,i }, {wD,i })(xS,i )
˜
˜
(b) fmiss,I = f ({xG,i |xS,i 6= ∅}, {wStep I,i |xS,i 6= ∅}; {xG,i |xS,i 6= ∅}, {1, ..., 1})
(c) wPull,i = wStep I,i if xS,i 6= ∅ and wPull,i = f˜miss,I (xG,i ) otherwise
(d) wStep II,i = f˜({xG,i }, {wPull,i }; {xG,i }, {wsynth,i })(xG,i )

(e) f˜miss,II = f˜({xS,i |xG,i 6= ∅}, {wStep II,i |xG,i 6= ∅}; {xS,i |xG,i 6= ∅}, {1, ..., 1})
(f) wPush,i = wStep II,i if xG,i 6= ∅ and wPush,i = f˜miss,II (xS,i ) otherwise
(g) wsynth,i = wPush,i

The final result is the set {xG,i |xG,i 6= ∅} with weights {wsynth,i |xG,i 6= ∅}, from which one
can compute empirical probability densities, expectation values, etc. of weighted statistics.
The intuition for the various steps are as follows. O MNI F OLD (i) achieves Part (1) through positive
reweighting (Nachman & Thaler (2020)). The core parts of the iterative process are (ii), (a), (c),
(d), and (f). Ref. (Andreassen et al. (2020)) proved that these steps can be modeled as an EMtype algorithm and achieve the maximum likelihood estimate. Step I weights ensure that modified
detector-level simulation are statistically identical to the measured data. The pairing between the
pre- and post-detector data in simulation allow the Step I weights to be associated (‘pulled’) to the
pre-detector features. These weights are not sufficient because they are not a proper function of
the pre-detector features since the same example can be mapped to different features through the
stochastic mapping of the detector. This requires the Step II weighting, which produces a proper
function of the pre-detector features. These weights can be associated (‘pushed’) with the postdetector features and the entire process can be repeated. O MNI F OLD (ii), (b) and (e) are required
to handle acceptance and efficiency effects, respectively. For examples that are missing pre- or
post-detector features, we use positive reweighting (Nachman & Thaler (2020)) again to assign the
average weight. An alternative choice would be to assign a weight of unity, which would mean that
the prior is used for these examples. When there is no noise process and no efficiency/acceptance
effects, (i), (ii), (b), and (ii), (e) can be eliminated. Finally, note that when the data xi are binned,
O MNI F OLD approximates the RL algorithm step by step.

3

N UMERICAL E XAMPLES

To illustrate all of the deconvolution parts and the various O MNI F OLD steps, we simulate a onedimensional Gaussian. In particular, XT ∼ N (0.2, 0.8), XG ∼ N (0, 1), and XD = XT + Z, XS =
XG + Z where Z ∼ N (0, 0.5). There is a background noise process that is distributed as N (0, 1.2)
that occurs in 10% of the measured examples. Furthermore, 10% of the measured values have no
corresponding truth value and vice versa. There are 105 data and simulation examples.
The neural networks are all implemented in T ENSOR F LOW 1.15.0 (Abadi et al. (2016)) and optimized using A DAM (Kingma & Ba (2014)) with default values unless otherwise specified. These
networks are fully connected with three hidden layers with 50 nodes each and the rectified linear
unit between hidden layers and a sigmoid as the output. The networks were trained for 200 epochs
with a batch size of 2000 and early stopping using a patience of 10 epochs.
Figure 1 presents the results of O MNI F OLD with three iterations. After three iterations, the results
are nearly unchanged. The unfilled histogram in the left plot of Fig. 1 shows O MNI F OLD (i), which
3
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Figure 1: The complete O MNI F OLD protocol for the one-dimensional Gaussian example. Histograms on the left (right) are shown after (before) detector distortions. The final result after three
k=3
k=3
iterations is indicated with the weights wStep
I on the left and wStep II on the right.

iterations →
N
1
2
3
4
5

1
21.62(8)
28.54(5)
29.54(4)
29.89(3)
30.04(3)

x̄ mean (×102 )
2
4
25.13(8)
29.24(6)
29.91(4)
30.01(3)
30.00(3)

8

28.12(8)
29.88(6)
30.02(4)
30.01(3)
29.99(4)

29.67(8)
30.06(5)
30.00(4)
30.01(3)
30.06(3)

x̄ standard deviation (×103 )
1
2
4
8
8.4(5)
5.3(4)
3.6(3)
3.2(2)
3.5(3)

8.3(6)
5.6(4)
4.4(4)
2.8(2)
3.1(2)

8.0(7)
5.2(4)
3.6(3)
3.1(2)
3.8(3)

7.9(7)
4.8(4)
4.0(3)
3.1(2)
3.1(2)

Table 1: The average and standard deviation of the mean x̄ of the unfolded X̂T in the multidimensional Gaussian example. Uncertainties are determined over 100 identical experiments. Bolded
values are within 2σ of the correct value (left) or are consistent with the smallest uncertainty (right).

agrees well with the noiseless data (dark grey). This comparison would not be possible in practice
as the noiseless data are not available. The outcome of O MNI F OLD (ii) is shown at detector-level on
the left and prior to detector-effects on the right. The orange dashed line (detector-level) agrees well
with the black unfilled histogram (left) and the black unfilled histogram on the right agrees well with
the green filled histogram. The data are binned for illustration, but the result is naturally unbinned.
O MNI F OLD can readily process multidimensional data. Table 1 presents the results of experiments
P4
conducted for XT ∼ N (0.3, 0.5), XG ∼ N (0, 1) and XD = XT + i=1 Zi , XS = XG +
P4
i=1 Zi where Zi ∼ N (0, 1). There are no noise, efficiency, or acceptance effects. We consider
5 scenarios where the deconvolution is performed using only XD and XS , XD , XS , Z0 , ..., and
XD , XS , Z0 , ..., Z4 . For the five-dimensional case, there are actually no resolution effects since XT
can be uniquely determined from XD and the Zi . The table shows that more features leads to better
accuracy and precision for fewer iterations of the algorithm.
By using classifiers instead of ratios of density estimators for the weighting steps, we can also make
use of advances in classification networks to handle complex and structured data. For example, deep
sets (Zaheer et al. (2018); Komiske et al. (2019)) was used for a permutation-invariant and variablelength example from collider physics in Ref. (Andreassen et al. (2020)), excluding background noise
and acceptance/efficiency effects.
4
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4

C ONCLUSIONS AND O UTLOOK

In this paper, we have introduced the O MNI F OLD method, which scaffolds a forward simulation with
deep learning in order to perform unbinned and high-dimensional deconvolution. We have extended
the framework from Ref. (Andreassen et al. (2020)) to include the full suite of experimental effects
that are encountered in practice and we have demonstrated this approach using a Gaussian example.
Our code is available at https://github.com/hep-lbdl/OmniFold and can be deployed
for a wide variety of scientific applications ranging from differential cross section measurements in
high energy physics to quantum computing (Nachman et al. (2020)).
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